
rapid-fire physical theatre



THE EMPEROR OF AMERICA
High quality, high octane physical theatre.
San Francisco, 1859, in the midst of gold rush fever and 
the booming rise of the steam train, penniless English im-
migrant Joshua Norton proclaims himself the Emperor of 
the United States.
Our play, about illusion and reality, resurrects a character 
from history whose sense of his own mission and desti-
ny was so far removed from reality that it enabled those 
around him to indulge in the fantasy, even at his own ex-
pense.
Our performance begins in a land distant in time and 
place shrouded in gold leaf, evoking ancient Egypt or Me-
sopotamia, which quickly dissolves into the harsh reality 
of the streets of San Francisco in the 1860’s.
For this is the story of Joshua Norton, the false Emperor, 
who patrolled the city’s streets in his general’s uniform 
with an entourage of dogs, who was feted at fine restau-
rants and the opera, whilst newspaper editors gleefully 
traced his footsteps and monstrously promoted the lie.

When Emperor Norton, resplendent in his general’s uni-
form, crashed face down on a pavement in San Fran-
cisco in 1880, never to rise again, citizens of the city felt 
they had lost one of their most eminent characters. Even 
though this man had gone as far as to declare Congress 
null and void, he was never openly laughed at, or locked 
up, and even an attempt by a policeman to arrest him on 
the ground of lunacy was quickly reversed by the autho-
rities.
The life of the Emperor of America is filled with tragi-co-
mic scenes, which questions the society that allowed him 
to entertain his delusions on such a grand and lavish scale. 
Instead of presenting a biographic and factual represen-
tation of Norton, we go beyond, trying to capture the 
contradictory nature of the multiplicity of reports and 
fragments that record his reign.
The rebel eccentric, the con-artist, the social conspirator, 
the victim of a media hoax, the vulnerable bipolar suffe-
rer, the mad messiah.
Was he as mad as they thought, or was he laughing at us?



DIRECTOR'S NOTE
Our intention is to cross traditional performance boun-
daries by drawing from our varied performance skillsets.
Text based theatre, physical theatre, circus and music 
combine to create a vibrant language that can allow our 
story to explode forth with the same force and brightness 
as Norton’s eccentric imagined reign.
Our work process is to write with our bodies on stage 
through improvisation, as well as a verbal and choreo-
graphic script with a precise treatment, chronology and 
images.
Although there is a director who puts these ideas into 
motion and has the final word, our performers are also 
creators, and the aim is an ensemble driven creation 
based upon physical improvisation.
The movements of the play are accompanied by music 
and sound effects which are being prepared by our inde-
pendent music production team.

WHO ARE WE ?
In 2012 Justine Arden and Nina Danon co-founded the 
Breadknives as a platform to explore new ways of thinking 
about, making and distributing art.
The Emperor of America is Breadknive’s first independent 
project. It is a creation based on the collaborative work 
of both its theatre and music departments who together 
will delve into the madness of Norton’s life.

BREADKNIVES THEATRE

Drawn from the physical theatrical world, we feel our 
mindset is well within the boundaries promoted by young 
emerging troupes - new, unexpected and edgy. There are 
fifteen of us altogether, all from different backgrounds – 
music, street theatre, dance, circus. We came together 
largely around the Jacques Lecoq theatre school in Paris 
in early 2013, forming ourselves into the troupe Breadkni-
ves.
Our nationalities are Belgian, Australian, Finnish, French, 
Algerian, Turkish, Italian, Lithuanian, Spanish, American, 
German and Dutch. Some of us have already worked with 
other troupes such as the Opposito Street Theatre Com-
pany, La Cartoucherie, Cirque du Soleil, Sala Beckett and 
the Grotowski Center. Although we have collaborated 
closely over the last two years during the Lecoq expe-
rience, The Emperor of America is our first real project as 
an independent professional ensemble.



BREADKNIVES MUSIC

Imagine a melody. A simple, haunting, short melodic line 
that would follow you everywhere. In any sound you hear, 
in any music you listen to, in any place you visit, this tune 
will come back in several forms and variations, in comical, 
sublime and distorted ways, dragging you into Emperor 
Norton’s illusions, always one step away from reality.

Imagine sounds. Sounds of saloons, sailors and brothels, 
sounds of the gold rush, sounds of the raw and pulsing 
life of newly created San Francisco in the 1850s.

The BreadKnives Music is creating a unique musical 
soundscape for The Emperor of America, mixing classi-
cal music, sound design, electronics and historically accu-
rate genres such as opera, sea shanties and saloon music. 
Through our contrasting skills and our collaborative way 
of working, we will develop a complex and stimulating so-
nic world that will plunge you into the distorted universe 
of San Francisco seen through the eyes of its penniless 
Emperor, Joshua Norton.



JUSTINE ARDEN
Born in Rio de Janeiro in February 1989 
to an Australian father and Belgian mo-
ther, was raised mainly in Rome, so is tri-
lingual.
Completed a history degree at SOAS 
University in London but realized that 
her real passion was for theatre. In Lon-
don she staged three plays in various 
pub theatres - Rosemary Branch, Thea-
tro Technis and the Camden’s People 
Theatre. She then gained entry to the 
Jacques Lecoq theatre school in Paris, 
graduating in 2012. Since then she has 
helped set up Breadknives. Most of her 
work combines her passion for history 
and politics applied to theatre.
She is currently writing and directing the 
Breadknives’s first theatre project, The 
Emperor of America.

NINA DANON
Traumatized at the age of 4 by Mufasa’s 
death in The Lion King, accentuated by 
Hans Zimmer’s heart breaking music, 
Nina developed an unhealthy obses-
sion for films and music, and, obviously, 
film music. Graduate from Santa Cecilia 
conservatory of Rome, Nina worked as 
an assistant to Henning Lohner in Ber-
lin for three years, arranging and recor-
ding music performed by the Deutsches 
Filmmorchester Babelsberg and organi-
zing concerts and masterclasses at the 
Konzerthaus and the Academy of Arts 
in Berlin, the Martin-Gropius-Bau and 
the University of Arts in Zurich. Nina 
currently lives in London, where she is 
completing a Master of Music in Studio 
Composition at Goldsmiths University of 
London.
Co-founder of the Breadknives, along 
with Justine Arden, Nina heads its music 
department. She is the music writer and 
producer for the ‘The Emperor of Ame-
rica’.

Hanna Cormick
Hanna Cormick is a graduate of Ecole 
Jacques Lecoq (Cours Profesionnel) Pa-
ris, Charles Sturt University’s Acting for 
Screen and Stage (with distinction and 
honours class one) and the National Ins-
titute for Dramatic Art (Young Actor’s 
Studio), Australia.
She is a founding member of the acclai-
med high-tech interdisciplinary arts col-
lective, Last Man To Die. She has worked 
extensively in physical theatre, dance, 
film in Australia, Asia and Europe, most 
recently performing daring acrobatic 
underground cabaret acts with Les Dou-
leurs Exquises in Paris, France.

Friedrich Gatz
German pianist, cellist and conductor, 
Friedrich started arranging film scores 
for his school orchestra at the age of 15.
His strong passion for film and theatre 
led him to write and produce two mu-
sicals and score several documentaries, 
while working as an actor, theatre tech-
nician and filmmaker.
Friedrich works in Berlin where he runs 
‘Motivproduktion’, an independent film 
and music production company.

LA TROUPE



The cast
Jean-Baptiste Lacour

Christopher Samuel Caroll

Guillaume Maison

Lloyd Allison-Young

Hanna Cornick

Justine Arden

the musicians
Andrea Boccadoro

Francesco Cassino 

Nicola Nesi

Pavel Guerchovitch

Nina Danon

the crew
Friedrich Gatz

Henrik Oppermann

Héloise Fournier

Alexander JE Bradley

Alessio Capponi 



CONTACT
Justine Arden
0033 7 61 54 95 44
justine.arden@gmail.com

Nina Danon
0044 77 84 66 57 54
ncdanon@gmail.com

www.breadknivesprod.com
www.theemperorofamerica.com



www.theemperorofamerica.com

"This is a strangely hypnotic production that not only did 
justice to Norton’s story but also embodied the infectious 

eccentricity and limitless joy the man himself was capable of."
Views From The Gods


